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Supplementary materials include: 
 

- Supplementary Tables S1-S2 with legends 
- Supplementary Figures S1-S14 with legends 
- Auxiliary Supplementary Materials Data file S1-Data file S7 with Specific details for 

Materials and Methods 
 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Table S1. Direct HuR mRNA target sets altered by SRI-42127 in PDGx neurospheres based 
on RNA-Seq data. 

 



 
Table S2. Modifications with resulting compound structures and HuR inhibition potentials. 
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Supplementary Table legends 
Table S1. 
Cell signaling pathways, which correspond to analyzed gene sets, are shown in the first column. 

Columns two through six represent results (mean, ±SD, and P value) for classic (JX12p and X14P), 

proneural (XD456 and X1524), and mesenchymal (JX22p) neurosphere subtypes. Gene set values 

after SRI-42127 treatment (3 uM, 12 hours) are shown as mean±SD and normalized to the 

corresponding values in control (vehicle treatment); mean value represents the mean of the 

combined data from all transcripts belonging to gene set; statistical significance was determined 

by paired Student t-test; transcript expression values were normalized to S9 mRNA value prior 

analysis. Column seven represents a detailed description of gene sets. An accumulative summary 

of significantly altered gene sets is shown in the eighth column. For visualization of the 

significantly altered gene sets, Ps <0.05 are highlighted in green.  

 
Table S2. 
The following information is presented in the table: compound structure (column #1); compound 

identification number (column #2); compound molecular weight (column #3); maximum 

compound concentration, which has been used (column #4, uM); the maximum percent of 

inhibition of HuR dimerization in the cell-based HuR-dimerization reporter assay (column #5, %); 

the maximum percent of inhibition of the control reporter in the cell-based assay (column #6, %); 

the IC50 of inhibition of HuR dimerization in the cell-based HuR-dimerization reporter assay 

(column #7, uM). All dose-responses were fitted by the Boltzmann function in OriginPro software. 

Columns five through seven represent the mean data of at least three experiments for each 

compound.   



Supplementary Figures 
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S1 
(A)The graph represents the dose-response of inhibition of HuR dimerization for MS444 and 
DHTS compounds; the IC50s were 87±15 uM (n=4) 6 hours of treatment and 20±6 uM (n=4) 1.5 
hours of treatment for MS444 and DHTS compounds, respectively. Red-filled circles represent 
luminescence signal from reporter representing HuR dimers (U251 cells co-expressing HuR-Nluc 
and HuR-Cluc constructs); blue-filled circles represent luminescence signal from control reporter 
(U251 cells expressing Fluc construct). Results are shown as mean±SD. (B) Graphs illustrate cell-
viability dose-responses for MS444 and DHTS compounds in XD456 (black circle) and JX10 
(black squares) cell lines, the IC50s were 44±6 uM (n=3) XD456, 104±8 uM (n=3) JX10 for MS444 
compound and 1.4±0.2 uM (n=3) XD456, 4.0±0.5 uM (n=3) JX10 for DHTS compound, 
respectively. Results are shown as mean±SD. (C) Representative western blots illustrate HuR 
nuclear/cytoplasmic distribution in glioma cell lines after cell treatment with MS444 compound. 
The anti-Lamin A/C antibody was utilized to confirm nuclear fraction; the anti-actin antibody was 
utilized to confirm equal protein loading.  
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S2 
Mini ontology analysis of gene sets, which exhibited positive or negative correlations with 
ELAVL1 expression for normal brain and for grades one through four gliomas based on R2: 
Genomics Analysis and Visualization Platform (http://r2.amc.nl). Gene sets exhibiting significant 
correlation with ELAVL1 expression are highlighted in yellow. The following gene sets available 
in the R2: platform have been analyzed: 1 - DNA repair, 2 - TF (transcriptional factors), 3 - 
apoptosis, 4 - cell cycle,   5 - development, 6 - differentiation, 7- drug target, 8 - kinases, 9 -
membrane target, 10 - signal transduction, 11 - transcriptional regulator activity, 12 - transcription 
repressor activity.  
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S3	

The	graph	 illustrates	 the	 inhibitory	dose-responses	obtained	 for	 compound	SRI-42127,	6	
hours	of	treatment	in	a	split	firefly	luciferase	-	HuR	assay	in	four	independent	cell	clones.	
Green,	yellow,	red,	and	blue	circles	illustrate	luminescence	signals	from	independent	stable	
reporter	 cell	 clones	 representing	 HuR	 dimers	 (U251	 cells	 overexpressing	 HuR-Nluc	 and	
HuR-Cluc	 constructs).	 White	 circles	 represent	 the	 luminescence	 signal	 from	 the	 control	
reporter	(U251	cells	expressing	Fluc	construct).	Results	are	shown	as	mean±SD,	n=3	for	all	
cell	clones.	All	dose-responses	were	fitted	by	the	Boltzmann	function	in	OriginPro	software	
(the	IC50s	of	inhibition	of	HuR	dimerization	were	2	uM,	1.8	uM,	1.7	uM,	and	2.3	uM).		
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S4 
The comparison of kinase inhibition potentials of SRI-41664 and SRI-42127 compounds was 
performed by utilizing Thermo Fisher Scientific's SelectScreenTM Kinase Profiling Service: 10-
point Titration Results (see corresponding Data file S2: LBN-Data-Kinase_Inhibition-050719). 
The report summary indicates the reduction of kinase inhibition potential of Compound SRI-42127 
compared to the SRI-41664 compound for TRKA, AAK1, IRAK1, and cMET kinases on 17%, 
405%, 1%, and more than 67%, respectively, based on the evaluated IC50s. For Pim1 kinase, the 
SRI-42127 kinase inhibition potential increased by 20% compared to SRI-41664. Note that IC50 of 
SRI-42127 for cMET kinase was in the 15-30 uM range in the direct kinase assay, which made 
inhibition of this kinase in a cell-based assay by SRI-42127 at evaluated concentrations unlikely.  
Data file S5 (Microsoft Excel format (tmp-LBN-Data-Kinase_Inhibition-050719) provides the 
kinase profiling data (10-point titration results, Scientific's SelectScreen™ Kinase Profiling, 
Thermo Fisher) for SRI-41666 and SRI-42127 compounds in details.    
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SRI-42127	 compound	 retained	 its	 ability	 to	 inhibit	 HuR	 dimerization	 in	 the	 presence	 of	
TRKA,	AAK1,	IRAK1,	and	PIM1	kinase	inhibitors.	Graphs	illustrate	that	SRI-42127,	6	hours	
of	 treatment,	 induced	 specific	 and	 robust	 inhibition	 of	 the	HuR	dimerization	 in	 the	 split	
firefly	luciferase	-	HuR	assay	in	the	presence	of	inhibitors	of	TRKA,	AAK1,	IRAK,	and	PIM1	
kinases.	Black-filled	circles	represent	luminescence	signals	from	the	reporter	representing	
HuR	 dimers;	white-filled	 circles	 represent	 signals	 from	 the	 control	 reporter.	 Results	 are	
shown	as	mean±SD.	All	dose-responses	were	fitted	by	the	Boltzmann	function	in	OriginPro	
software.	Oxfendazole	(50	uM,	n=6),	Pim1	inhibitor	2	(20	uM,	n=4),	GW441756	(20	uM,	n=4),	
and	Sunitinib	 (20	uM,	n=4)	were	utilized	as	 inhibitors	of	 IRAK1,	PIM1,	TrkA1,	 and	AAK1	
kinases,	respectively.	The	IC50s	of	the	inhibition	of	HuR	dimerization	by	SRI-42127	were	1.1	
uM,	1.06	uM,	1.03	uM,	and	1.6	uM	in	the	presence	of	TRKA,	AAK1,	IRAK1,	and	PIM1	kinase	
inhibitors,	respectively.		
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S6 
(A)In the U251 glioma cells with dox-inducible HuR-dimerization reporters, the enhancement of 
HuR dimerization by two folds led to the significant increase of SRI-42127 IC50 for inhibition of 
HuR dimerization from 1.2±0.1 uM (n=4) to 1.9±0.1 uM (n=4), 6 hours of treatment (P<0.05, 
Student t-test); the IC50s of SRI-42127 for inhibition of cell viability, meagered 48 hours after cell 
treatment with SRI-42127, increased from 2.8±0.4 uM (n=4) to 8.0±0.8 uM (n=4) (P<0.05, Student 
t-test) after the enhancement of HuR-dimer formations by two folds. (B) The dox-inducible 
overexpression of the control Fluc reporter by two folds did not significantly alter the normalized 
dose-response of control Fluc reporter to SRI-42127 compound, 6 hours of treatment (graph on 
the left, n=3 for each condition, P>0.05, Student t-test). The IC50 of SRI-42127 for the inhibition 
of cell-viability meagered 48 hours after cell treatment with SRI-42127 was not significantly 
altered compared to the control cells after overexpression of Fluc reporter by two folds (P>0.05, 
Student t-test, n=3 for each condition).  
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(A)Representative western blots illustrate HuR expression in the cytoplasmic fraction of PDGx 
cell lines. An anti-actin antibody was utilized to confirm equal loading. (B) Representative western 
blot illustrates HuR multimerization in the cytoplasmic fraction of PDGx cell lines detected in 
non-reducing and non-denaturing conditions versus reducing and denaturing conditions. (C) 
Representative western blot illustrates HuR expression in the established cell lines compared to 
the HuR expression in the PDGx XD456 cell line. (D) Representative western blots illustrate HuR 
nuclear/cytoplasmic distribution in the PDGx and established glioma cell lines. The anti-Lamin 
A/C antibody was utilized to confirm nuclear fraction, the anti-aTub antibody was utilized to 
confirm cytoplasmic faction. (E) Graph illustrates IC50s of SRI-42127 in the following cell lines: 
U251, LN229, U87, PDGx XD456, PDGX JX6, PDGX JX10, PDGX 12p, PDGX 14p, PDGX 
JX22p, PDGX X1524, PDGX XD456 stem, PDGX X1524 stem, U251-TMZr, XD456-TMZr, JX22p-
TMZr from #1 to #15, respectively. Data are shown as mean±SD of at least three experiments for 
each cell line.  
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S8 
HuR/mRNA co-immunoprecipitation from U251 cells treated with SRI-42127 compound 
compared to control. The graph illustrates the co-immunoprecipitation of Bcl2, Mcl1, and 18S 
mRNA transcripts with beads coated with normal rabbit IgG antibody (IP-IgG) and with beads 
coated with anti-HuR antibody (IP-HuR) from U251 cells in control (vehicle treatment) and after 
cell treatment with SRI-42127 compound (10 uM, 18 hours). Results are shown as mean±SD, n=3 
for all conditions. Black bars represent the transcript IP values in control (vehicle treatment); white 
bars represent the transcript IP values after cell treatment with the SRI-42127 compound. 
Differences are statistically significant only for the Bcl2 and Mcl1 transcript IP-HuR values in 
control (vehicle treatment) versus SRI-42127 treated condition; Student t-test, P<0.02 for both 
transcripts.  
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The graphs illustrate normalized alterations toward depolarization of the mitochondria membrane 
potentials detected with JC-1 dye after cell treatment with SRI-42127 compound (the values were 
shown as a ratio of red/green signals normalized to the control). A green fluorescence emission 
(475 nm wavelength of excitation, 535 nm wavelength of emission) represents the monomeric 
probe; a red fluorescence emission (475 nm wavelength of excitation, 590 nm wavelength of 
emission) represents the probe aggregates. The fluorescence values were meagered by using an 
Infinite-M200 (TECAN) plate reader. The representative images were obtained by using EVOSFl 
(Life Technologies) imaging system; the scale bar is 100 um. Data are presented as mean±SD of 
at least three experiments for each cell line. JC-1 staining was performed according to the 
company’s protocol. (B) The graph represents the mitochondria fusion ratios (fused/(mono+fused 
)) in cells, which overcome prolonged SRI-42127 treatment compared to the control (untreated 
cells). Data are shown as mean±SD; at least 40 cells were analyzed for each condition. The images 
were obtained using EVOSFl (Life Technologies) imaging system; the scale bar is 5 um. 
Mitochondrial fusion might represent the pathways of drug-resistance and cell survival following 
treatment with the SRI-42127 compound. 
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(A) Graphs illustrate cell-viability dose-responses for A-92 compound in established and PDGx 
cell lines (48 hours of treatment). Results are shown as mean±SD, the IC50s were 4.7±1.4 uM 
(n=6), 2.8±0.3 uM (n=4), 3.2±0.9 uM (n=4), 2.7±0.6 (n=4) uM for U251, XD456, U87, and LN229 
cell lines, respectively. (B) Representative western blots confirm the reduction of HuR, Bcl2, and 
Mcl1 proteins in cytoplasmic fractions of U251 and XD456 cell lines following treatment with A-
92 and SRI-41664 compounds, 10 uM for 48 hours. SOX2 reduction in nuclear fractions indicates 
a decrease in tumorigenicity of cell lines after treatment with A-92 and SRI-41664 compounds. 
The anti-Lamin A/C antibody was utilized to confirm nuclear fractions. (C) Graphs illustrate the 
alterations of Bcl2/18S and Mcl1/18S mRNA ratios following cell treatment with A-92 and SRI-
41664 compounds versus control (vehicle treatment). Results are shown as mean±SD of three 
experiments for each cell line. Note that treatment with the SRI-41664 compound led to a stronger 
reduction of Bcl2/18S and Mcl1/18S ratios compared to the A-92 compound. 
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(A)Representative western blots illustrate HuR total and cytoplasmic protein levels after cell 
treatment with SRI-42127 compound (3 uM and 10 uM) for 12 hours. (B) Representative western 
blots illustrate HuR total protein level in U251 and XD456 glioma cell lines at three different 
conditions: i) after cell treatment with cycloheximide (100 ug/ml); ii) after cell treatment with 
cycloheximide (100 ug/ml) plus SRI-42127 (3 uM), iii) after cell treatment with cycloheximide 
(100 ug/ml) plus SRI-42127 (10 uM). The total cell lysates were collected after 0, 6, 24, and 48 
hours of treatment and were compared to control (0 hours of treatment). The HuR/Actin ratios are 
normalized to the HuR/Actin ratio at 0 hours timepoint for each experiment.   
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The plot illustrates the downregulated transcriptional factor networks and associated pathways. 
The results are based on the enrichment analysis of RNA-Seq data of PDGx neurospheres treated 
with SRI-42127 compound, 3 uM for 12 hours versus control. Data file S2 (Microsoft Excel 
format, tmp-LBN-Inhibitor vs DMSO DESeq2 annotated results with normalized counts) 
provides RNA-Seq annotated data illustrating transcriptome analysis for PDGx neurospheres 
treated with SRI-42127 compound versus control.  
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(A)The protein ontology enrichment analysis for protein sets down-regulated in PDGx 
neurospheres after SRI-42127 treatment versus control based on proteomic data. The proteomic 
data have been generated in the PDGx neurospheres in control (treatment with vehicles) and after 
treatment with SRI-42127, 3 uM for 18 hours (Data file S3 and Data file S4). The chart illustrates 
the enrichment of down-regulated protein sets and their molecular functions for PDGx 
neurospheres of classic (JX12p and X14P), proneural (XD456), and mesenchymal (JX22p) 
subtypes following treatment with SRI-42127 versus control (vehicle treatment). Proteins that 
exhibited down-regulation on more than 50% following treatment with SRI-42127 compound 
compared to control have been selected for the enrichment analysis. (B) Representative western 
blots illustrate appearances of apoptotic signs (cleaved PARP and cleaved caspase 3) in PDGx 
neurospheres after treatment with SRI-42127, 10 uM for 48 hours. Actin is shown for data 
normalization. Data file S3 (Microsoft Excel format, samples Report Nabors 061019-2-top hits) 
provides proteomic annotated data for top hits after neurosphere treatment with SRI-42127 
compound versus control for Fig. S13. 
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S14 
Summary of the pharmacokinetic (PK) assessment for SRI-42127 compound in the C57Bl/6 mice 
in vivo (performed by Pharmaron Inc, Beijing, China). (A) The plasma and the corresponding brain 
concentrations versus time points for SRI-42127 following an IP injection of dose 10 mg/Kg are 
shown in Chart 1. (B) Representative summary of SRI-42127 pharmacokinetic parameters 
determined in the plasma is shown in Chart 2. (C) Representative summary of SRI-42127 
pharmacokinetic parameters determined in the brain is shown in the Chart 3. Data file S6 
(Microsoft Excel format, tmp-LBN-Report_PH-DMPK-UAB-19-001_SRI-42127 _Mouse IP 
Plasma Brain PK) provides detailed pharmacokinetic data for Fig. S14.   

	

 
 
 
 

 



Auxiliary Supplementary Materials/Files:  

 

Data file S1 (pdf format).  File (DATA FILE S1 Lead optimization-SAR-Chemical compound 
synthesis-11-03-2020-SZ v4, pdf format 297 pages) provides a detailed and sequential description 
of the chemical synthesis of compounds evaluated in this study and a docking study for SRI-42127 
compound with SRI-42127-binding sites at HuR. 
Data file S2 (Microsoft Excel format). File (tmp-LBN-Inhibitor vs DMSO DESeq2 annotated 
results with normalized counts) provides RNA-Seq annotated data for Fig. 6 and Table 1, which 
illustrate transcriptome analysis for PDGx neurospheres treated with SRI-42127 compound versus 
control.  
Data file S3 (Microsoft Excel format). File (samples Report Nabors 061019-2-top hits) provides 
proteomic annotated data for top hits after neurosphere treatment with SRI-42127 compound 
versus control for Fig. S13. 
Data file S4 (Microsoft Excel format). File (samples Report Nabors 061019-proteomics) 
provides proteomic data for neurospheres treated with SRI-42127 versus control for Fig. S13. 
Data file S5 (Microsoft Excel format).  File (tmp-LBN-Data-Kinase_Inhibition-050719) 
provides the kinase profiling data (10-point titration results, Scientific's SelectScreen™ Kinase 
Profiling, Thermo Fisher) for SRI-41666 and SRI-42127 compounds for Fig. S4.    
Data file S6 (Microsoft Excel format). File (tmp-LBN-Report_PH-DMPK-UAB-19-001_SRI-
42127 _Mouse IP Plasma Brain PK) provides pharmacokinetic data for Fig. S14.   
Data file S7 (pdf format). File (individual enrichment gene plots) provides enrichment gene plots 
at a high resolution for a summary of the gene ontology enrichment analysis illustrated in Fig. 6.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Specific details for Materials and Methods 

Specific details for HuR/mRNA co-immunoprecipitation assay and Taqman data 
The HuR-mRNA co-immunoprecipitation (IP) was performed by utilizing RiboCluster Profiler 

RIP-assay Kit (MBL International). Protein A Sepharose was purchased from Abcam (Cambridge, 

MA). Briefly, the sepharose beads were coated overnight at 4°C with anti-HuR antibody from 

MBL International or with control polyclonal normal rabbit IgG antibody provided in the 

RiboCluster Profiler RIP-assay Kit as the control. Cell lysis, protein extraction and pre-clearing 

with beads coated with normal rabbit IgG antibody, RNP co-immunoprecipitation with beads 

coated with anti-HuR antibody or with beads coated with normal rabbit IgG antibody as the 

control, RNP isolation, and mRNA purification were performed according to the protocol provided 

in the RiboCluster Profiler RIP-assay Kit. The protease inhibitors, RNase inhibitors, and DTT were 

added to the cell lysates and wash-Buffers according to the provided protocol. mRNAs were 

quantified by using NanoDrop 1000, then an equal amount of mRNA from all samples was 

converted to cDNA by using SuperScript IV reverse transcriptase (ThermoFisher Scientific). The 

quantifications of Bcl2, Mcl1, and 18S transcripts were performed by using the TaqMan technique 

with the following gene-specific probes: Hs00153350_m1 Bcl2, Hs03003631_g1 18S, 

Hs00766187_m1 Mcl1 (ThermoFisher Scientific) as previously described. 

Specific details for Illumina global RNA-sequencing data  

mRNA sequencing was performed on the Illumina NextSeq 500 (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA). 

RNA quality was assessed by using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA). The 

sequencing libraries were prepared from RNA samples, which had integrity numbers higher than 

7.0. The raw RNA-Seq FASTQ reads of the evaluated samples were aligned using STAR software 

(version 2.5.3a) to the human reference genome (GRCh38 p7 Release 25) (1). Following 

alinement, HTSeq-count (version 0.9.1) was used to count the number of reads mapped to each 

gene (2). Normalization and evaluation for differential expression were applied to the processed 

data by using DESeq2 software (3).  

Specific details for proteomic data 
Cells were lysed in M-PER™ Mammalian Protein Extraction Reagent (Cat.# 78501, Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) supplemented with Halt™ Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Cat.# 87786, Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) following the company’s instruction. Following protein quantitation using a 

Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (Cat.#23227, Thermo Fisher Scientific), 40µg of proteins per 



sample were separated onto a NuPAGE™ 10% Bis-Tris Protein gel (Cat.# NP0315BOX, 

Invitrogen) at 200V constant for 35min. The gel was stained using a Colloidal Blue Staining Kit 

(Cat.#LC6025, Invitrogen) following the company’s instructions. Each gel lane was excised in six 

fractions per sample, and each fraction was digested overnight at 37°C with Pierce™ Trypsin 

Protease, MS Grade (Cat.#90058, Thermo Scientific). Digests were reconstituted in 0.1%FA in 

5:95 ACN:ddH2O at ~0.1ug/uL. Mass spectrometry was carried out, and the data were processed, 

searched, filtered, grouped, and quantified, as previously reported in detail (4). 

Specific detailed for mouse glioma model 

PDGx XD456 tumor cells, which have been transduced with the firefly luciferase and EGFP 

constructs, were utilized for the intracranial injection. Briefly, once anesthetized, athymic nude 

mice had been fitted in a small animal stereotactic frame and had their skin cleansed with iodine. 

Aseptic surgical techniques were then employed. A small incision was made lateral to the skull's 

midline, and the bregma was exposed. A small (1mm in diameter) burr hole was drilled at 

stereotactic coordinates AP=1; ML=2.5 from bregma. A 10 ul Hamilton syringe filled with 3.5 ul 

of cell suspension (0.5x106 cells total) lowered the needle at a distance 3.5 mm from the dura. 

Injection of cell suspension was performed at a rate of 0.45 ul/min. After injection, the needle was 

kept in the lowest position for 3 minutes and then slowly retracted. The burr hole had been plugged 

with sterile bone wax, and the incision was closed with sterile surgical suture or tissue mend. Mice 

were allowed to recover on heating pads to minimize hypothermia. The awakened mice were 

returned to housing. After five days post-injection, the mice were randomly divided into two 

groups: SRI-42127 group for treatment with SRI-42127 at a dose of 15 mg/kg, twice a day for 

three weeks and the corresponding control group for treatment with vehicle, twice a day for three 

weeks. SRI-42127 was dissolved in the DMSO (30 mg/ml) and then further diluted in 100 ul of 

water-based Buffer containing 20% 2-Hydroxypropyl-b-cyclodextrin (H107, Sigma-Aldrich) for 

intraperitoneal injection. Tumor growth was evaluated in the Small Animal UAB core facility 

following mice intraperitoneal injection with luciferase substrate luciferin once per week. Mice 

have been euthanized by intraperitoneal injection of ketamine (500 mg/kg) in combination with an 

alpha 2-adrenergic receptor agonist xylazine followed by bilateral thoracotomy. The implanted 

glioma cells did not flow out of scull; the data was confirmed by analyzing tumor pattern in mice, 

in vivo, and in brain slices at the endpoint of the experiments, in vitro.  

All animal protocols are in compliance with the National Institute of Health and the University 



of Alabama at Birmingham Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines.  
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